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Outline

Group work - develop a theory of change

Gallery walk

“Theory of change”

Group work - reflecting on readings



Change IS imperative…



Change IS imperative…

But how does change happen?



What is a “Theory of Change”?



What are some examples of “a theory of change”?











What about theory of change in sustainability 
context?

“Such a theory must, Lin believed, be grounded in an expanded evolutionary paradigm that is 
capable of explaining not only how organisms evolve and change, but also how rules, norms, 
institutions, and cultures evolve and change. 

……


On the other hand, one unique feature of cultural evolution compared to biological evolution is 
that it is “reflexive” in the sense that goals and foresight can affect the process. “To a certain 
extent, we can design the future that we want by creating new cultural variants for evolution to act 
upon and by modifying the goals that drive cultural selection. If our societal goals shift from 
maximizing growth of the market economy to maximizing sustainable human well-being, different 
institutions will be better adapted to achieve these goals. As we learn more about the process of 
cultural evolution, we can better anticipate the required changes and can more efficiently design new 
institutional variants for selection to work on” 

……

The rapid rise of homo sapiens is a result of its ability to rapidly change behavior through cultural 
rather than biological evolution.”


Costanza, 2013



Geels, 2005; Geels & Schot, 2007



“In addition to regime dependencies, socio-cultural values and practices increase the 
complexity and thus increase the difficulty of analysing and, more so, transforming 
regimes. Again in the example of laundry, Shove (2003) points out that, in addition to design 
of washing machines and developments in textiles and detergents, gender relations, values of 
hygiene and cleanliness, and expectations of comfort and convenience are important 
characteristics of the regime. These sociological aspects are less manageable within an 
analysis approach focusing solely on technological change yet are very important in 
creating markets for yet-to-be-developed technologies. The necessity to consider 
sociological aspects also challenges the autonomous regime concept since socio-cultural 
aspects of a socio-technical regime underlie other regimes as well. The socio-cultural 
aspects shared by different socio-technical regimes increase the regime dependencies.”


…


For example, findings of Shove (2003) regarding the values of cleanliness suggest, socio-
cultural change might happen rapidly, sometimes even within the same generation. Therefore, 
for an effective management of regime transformation socio-cultural (i.e. behavioural) change 
needs to be taken into consideration as well as technological change both when analysing the 
current regime and when developing strategies to transform it.

Gaziulusoy, 2010



Transition versus Transformation

Hölscher, Wittmayer & Loorbach, In Press



What is a “Theory of Change”?

intentional versus unintentional 
forced versus voluntary 

top-down versus bottom-up 
biological/genetic adaptation versus socio-cultural cultural adaptation 

technological versus behavioural 
revolutionary versus incremental 

…



Types of Knowledge To 
Transform Systems

Target Knowledge

Transformation
Knowledge

System
Knowledge

ProClim, 1997; Pohl & Hirsch-Hadorn, 2007; Kueffer et al., 2008  

What needs to change now?

How do we change what needs to change?

How does / should the future look / feel / be like?

If we put all of this in context…



Transformation
Knowledge

ProClim, 1997; Pohl & Hirsch-Hadorn, 2007; Kueffer et al., 2008  

How do we change what needs to change?

If we put all of this in context…



Group Work - Develop a Theory of Change

Form 4 groups of equal number of students

As a group you will develop your “theory of change”

What needs to change? 
How do these change? 

What do these change mechanisms imply on managing/leading/designing change? 
Who are the key actors? What do they do?  

Think about the readings and your learnings from other courses in CS 
Think about which disciplines or bodies of thought would be needed to develop your theory



Gallery Walk
Four rounds 

Briefly explain the theory of change your group has developed (5 mins) 
Others feedback on what’s good, what’s missing, what’s indicative of 

“researcher bias”



Remember Next Week 
You’re Presenting




